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ASCPA’s Centennial Year begins 
with a Garden Party.

99th Annual Meeting
Thursday, June 14

Wynlakes Golf and Country Club
Montgomery

TOPICS TO BE COVERED INCLUDE:
Professional Issues Update

A&A Hot Topics
Ethics and Audit Quality

Cybersecurity
Tax Reform and Other Tax Hot Topics

Apprenticeship Alabama Tax Incentives
Captive Insurance

Immediately following the final session, be sure to 
stick around for the Celebration of Success reception

where the ASCPA recognizes outstanding members and 
their achievements during the preceding year.
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THE	BIG	PICTURE
It’s been a tumultuous year in politics, with many issues still in flux that 
will directly affect ASCPA members.  As you read Ben Patterson’s article on 
pages 10 and 11, the first paragraph alone will make you dizzy!   As we go 
to press, the 115th U. S. Congress has passed tax reform, known as the Tax 
Cuts and Jobs Act.  What the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act actually means for busi-
nesses and individuals will play out.  I think it is safe to say that profession-
als in the accounting and tax fields will be busy folks for quite some time.  

In Alabama, there are two anticipated bills that the ASCPA will support 
and actively work to pass in the 2018 legislative session starting January 
9.   The first is a bill to clean up certain sections of the Uniform Accoun-
tancy Act.  This bill will alter the composition of the Alabama State Board 
of Public Accountancy removing the Public Accountant (PA) requirement 
and replacing with a Certified Public Accountant (CPA); define Prepared 
Financial Statements; require the Executive Director of the ASBPA to be 
a licensed CPA; define retired CPA; and shorten the time period when the 
ASBPA can take action against a CPA who has failed to apply for an annual 
permit.  The second bill will address the calculation of the credit for taxes 
paid to other states and possibly the refund process.  This effort will be 
a collaborative effort with the Alabama Department of Revenue and the 
Business Council of Alabama.  

ASCPA	CENTENNIAL
The ASCPA Board of Directors met in November and approved plans for the 
ASCPA’s centennial celebration.  Mark your calendar for June 13, 2019 for 
a day of continuing education and the 100th anniversary gala.  Live music, 
wonderful food, a “Roaring Twenties” theme, vintage automobiles bring-
ing honored guests and an amazing setting at the Alabama Department of 
Archives and History will combine to create an indelible experience.  Don’t 
miss it.  If you like reading the history of Alabama’s accounting profession, 
be certain to watch for articles authored by our own Dr. Jan Heier.  Dr. Hei-
er has already written several articles for Connections with more to come 
as we get closer to our centennial.

In the coming weeks you’ll see the anniversary logo used in staff email 
signatures, on all ASCPA publications, everywhere it will stick!  Firms and 
all members are encouraged to use it during 2018 and 2019.   Look for our 
ad in the December issue of Business Alabama which pairs the centennial 
of the ASCPA and the bicentennial of the state of Alabama, “We’re Going 
to Need a Bigger Cake!”, as the first piece of an awareness campaign that 
will roll out during 2018.  

Thank you to the 65+ entries we received in our “Name the Hashtag” con-
test through the Connect Community.  #100YEARSASCPA was submitted 
by Jonathan Lahti of IberiaBank, and he won a $100 (of course) Amazon 
gift card.  

GET	SMART(er)
It’s time to start registering for your 2018 continuing education!  The AS-
CPA catalog will be published during January so that you can make those 
decisions early and get the benefit of scheduling exactly what will help 
you the most.  You’ll continue to see multiple ways to receive continuing 
education so that it is convenient and tailored just for you. 

IN	THE	PIPELINE
Do you know a student who is an accounting major at a university in Ala-
bama?  Suggest that they apply for an ASCPA general scholarship, diversity 
in accounting scholarship or financial need award for the 2018/19 aca-
demic year.  The applications are on the website on the student member 
pages.  Criteria are listed for each category.  Completing the 300-word 
essay is a critical part of the application package and can tip the balance in 
the screening process.  If your firm is awarding scholarships will you please 
let us know?  We’d like to highlight your efforts in support of Alabama 
accounting students. 

THINK	OF	US
In the same vein of thought, we want to let ASCPA members know what 
you’re doing in your communities.  Are you holding a day of service?  Think 
of us and send a blurb and photo.  Did you just acquire a new professional 
designation or local recognition?  Think of us and let us know.  Please fol-
low us on the ASCPA Instagram account “alabamasocietyofcpas” and let 
us follow you too.

On a personal note, I completed my twentieth year with the Alabama So-
ciety of CPAs in December.  Many of you have sent notes or posted on my 
LinkedIn account and I thank you for your thoughtfulness and support.  My 
ASCPA team surprised me at the November board meeting with recogni-
tion of the 20th anniversary.  I may be partial, but this ASCPA team is flat-
out awesome.  Each person works very hard with an incredible work ethic 
and team spirit.  I am always thankful to work with my team, volunteers 
and members.  It has been twenty years of joy to work for the ASCPA and I 
look forward to serving you further.  We’ll see what the future brings as we 
journey together as fellow CPAs and members of the Society.  Please get in 
touch with questions, suggestions, ideas or just to chat.  
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Members of the CPA PAC Board who met in December. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE

CHAIRMAN

Happy New Year!  The holidays are such 
a wonderful time of year, filled with 
festive events with our friends and 
family; it’s also a time to reflect, be 

thankful and share kindness.  It provides a very 
welcome “pause” for those in our profession 
as we close the calendar year, anticipate 
annual audits and reviews and, of course, the 
excitement of preparing tax returns!    

In Washington, there is significant momentum 
to pass a major overhaul to the tax system that 
will affect millions of households and businesses.  
The most perilous aspect of these efforts is that 
the House and Senate bills have both been put 
together in less than two months.  Potentially 
impacted by this overhaul would be individual 
income tax rates: raising the standard deduction 
and eliminating the personal exemption, 
eliminating the Obamacare mandate, scrutiny 
of head of household status, scrapping most 
itemized deductions, and changes to or 
elimination of AMT.  For businesses, there may 
be dramatic changes to corporate and pass-
through tax rates, depreciation/immediate 
expensing, interest expense and NOL limitations.  
Increasing the limits for use of cash accounting 
is also included in both bills.  Another primary 
provision addresses foreign earnings and the 
tax rate on repatriation of overseas profits.  
Both bills introduce a territorial tax system 
which proponents argue will increase American 
businesses’ competitiveness.  Did I mention the 
concern that this was compiled in under two 
months?

Here in our great state of Alabama, we 
have a new revenue commissioner, Vernon 
Barnett.  Appointed in May by Governor Ivey, 

Commissioner Barnett is a graduate of Vanderbilt 
University and the University of Alabama School 
of Law.  The ASCPA state taxation committee 
meets annually with the Alabama Department 
of Revenue (ADOR) to discuss issues and 
legislation that affects our membership.  The 
committee provides communication to the 
membership and works with the ADOR, as 
needed, to impact the taxation processes.  
This is a very active and very important ASCPA 
committee and I encourage you to volunteer 
and participate.  We look forward to continuing 
working with Commissioner Barnett. 

Currently, the ASPCA is working on two bills that 
we hope pass in 2018.  The first bill is an effort 
to clean up certain provisions of the Uniform 
Accountancy Act.  Included in these proposed 
statute changes is language that will define 
“retired”, the removal of the requirement for 
a public accountant to serve as a member of 
the board; the addition of the requirement for 
a CPA in the position of the ASBPA’s executive 
director, and modification of the time that late 
filers have to complete their requirements to six 
months.  

The second bill is the Gross Income/Tax Credit 
bill.  This effort will focus on establishing a 
method for computing the credit for income 
taxes paid to another state.  ASCPA will work 
with the ADOR and BCA to help pass this bill.  
This is a long-standing and complex issue for 
Alabama pass-through entities and the CPAs 
who prepare the returns.  Unlike the UAA bill 
which is predicted to be uncontroversial, the 
Gross Income bill will likely go through the 
legislative process with a few challenges.

I would also mention that 2018 will be an 
election year for Alabama House, Senate, 
executive and judicial races.  The Alabama 
CPA PAC met in early December, beginning 
the process of reviewing known candidates.  
At this point, there are 29 open seats in both 
the House and the Senate.   The Alabama CPA 
PAC will support certain candidates.  If you have 
a personal reference for a candidate in your 
area, please share your recommendation with 
Jeannine Birmingham.  We also encourage you 
to contribute to the Alabama CPA PAC as these 
efforts are impactful in the ASCPA’s legislative 
work.

In closing, I want to wish everyone a most 
prosperous 2018.  As we reflect on 2017, I 
believe a couple of key insights are a stronger 
awareness of the accelerating disruptions 
of technology, an understanding that the 
overwhelming and compounding amounts 
of data of all types have become difficult to 
regulate and that our profession, our processes 
and our practices are not immune to the 
evolving world in which we live.

Marc
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The 2017 Regular Legislative Session will 
no doubt go down in Alabama history as 
one of the most eventful. Going into the 
session in February, lawmakers faced a 
slate of critical issues, budget woes and 
political scandals. Less than four months 
later, lawmakers left major issues 
with significant financial implications 
unresolved. By the end of the session, 
Alabama had a new governor, a new 
speaker of the House, an acting 
lieutenant governor, a new chief 
justice of the Alabama Supreme 
Court, a new attorney general 
and a new United States 
senator. 

In March, former Alabama 
Attorney General Luther 
Strange was appointed 
to the U.S. Senate, to 
replace Jeff Sessions 
who was confirmed as 
U.S. Attorney General, 
and former Marshall 
County District Attorney 
Steve Marshall was 
appointed to the seat 
Strange vacated. 

Former Governor Robert 
Bentley resigned amid a sex 
scandal and impeachment 
hearings and Lt. Governor Kay 
Ivey was sworn in as the state’s chief 
executive.  Senate President Pro Tempore 
Del Marsh (R—Anniston) assumed the 
duties of the Lieutenant Governor, while 
keeping his role in the state Senate. 

Chief Justice Roy Moore resigned from 
his post after he was suspended by the 
Court of Judiciary. Justice Lyn Stuart, 
who had been serving as Acting Chief 
Justice during Moore’s suspension, 
was sworn in to the office upon his 

resignation. Roy Moore later successfully 
challenged Senator Luther Strange in 
the Republican Primary for the special 
election for former Senator Jeff Sessions’ 
seat in the U.S. Senate.  All of this was 
on the heels of the June 2017 conviction 
of Speaker of the House 

Mike Hubbard on felony ethics 
charges, and the August election of Mac 
McCutcheon to the office of Speaker.  
The battle for Sessions’ seat heated up 
amid allegations of improper behavior by 
Moore and Doug Jones, who marshalled 
a significant voter turnout, won the 
December 12 special election. 

Though the $1.8 billion General Fund 
and the $6.4 billion Education Trust 
Fund Budgets were approved, the 
universities were level-funded.  The 
Legislature failed to resolve several 
important infrastructure issues with 
major financial implications, namely 
prison overcrowding and transportation 
infrastructure.

Legislative redistricting added more 
drama as a federal court ruled 

just prior to the session that 
Alabama must redraw at 

least 12 legislative districts 
due to unconstitutional 

racial gerrymandering.  
Democrats objected to 
the new plan proposed 
by the Republicans and 
fought it on the grounds 
that it maintained racial 
disparities, but lost.  
Democrats filibustered 
and used other delaying 
tactics to generally slow 

legislative action.  

Prison	 Overcrowding: 
Alabama’s prison system 

is overcrowded by more 
that 170 percent of design 

capacity, which is currently the 
subject of federal court litigation.  

However, lawmakers did not come to 
a consensus as to how to address the 
issue. A design-build prison construction 
proposal and a $775 million bond issue 
aimed at generating savings through 
efficiencies failed. The proposal was 
premised on the idea that transitioning 
to fewer, larger facilities in urban areas 
that have modern designs and updated 
technologies should be able to run at 
lower cost with fewer staff and house 
more inmates.  

THAT WAS THE YEAR THAT WAS 
Ben Patterson, Fine Geddie and Associates
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Transportation	 Infrastructure: Despite 
overwhelming support of the business 
community, a bill to increase revenue 
for transportation infrastructure was 
defeated early on in the session. 
The proposal would have authorized 
creation of the Alabama Road and 
Bridge Rehabilitation and Improvement 
Authority and institute a four-cent 
gasoline and diesel tax. The bill also 
proposed an additional two-cents in 
2019 and an additional three-cents in 
2024, subject to preemption by a joint 
resolution of the Legislature. 

Alabama’s fiscal woes have prompted 
various proposals to generate increased 
revenue. Last session was no exception. 
A proposal to require mandatory 
unitary combined reporting (MUCR) for 
corporate income tax was the subject 
of heated debate and was ultimately 
defeated.  MUCR is a method of 
determining taxable income for a group 
of affiliated corporations by treating 
them as a unitary group.  

Economic	Development	

The Legislature approved a 
reauthorization and extension of the 
Alabama Jobs Act Tax Credit Program 
by exempting certain economic 
development projects from the 
original $850 million aggregate balance 
cap on incentives. The original law, 
enacted in 2015, provided incentives 
for the creation of jobs and for capital 
investment until December 2019, but 
that authorization has been extended 
to 2023.  Additionally, the Department 
of Commerce may offer tax incentives 
in an amount beyond the $850 million 
cap when qualifying projects employ 
and create jobs for at least 500 workers 
and include a capital investment of $100 
million or more. 

Similarly, the Legislature also renewed 
the tax credit program for the 
rehabilitation of historic buildings.  The 
extension provides for $20 million of 
income tax credits a year for ten years.  
The bill renewed what many believe 
to be a valuable economic stimulus, 
particularly for downtown Birmingham 
and Mobile. 

Other	Issues	of	Interest	

Under new law approved in 2017, tax 
preparers must include their federal 
preparer identification number on all 
Alabama income tax returns. Additionally 
under the new law, the Alabama Business 
Privilege Tax return due dates correspond 
with federal income tax return dates, 
and for financial institutions the return 
due date corresponds with that of the 
excise tax return. 

Legislation was approved that codifies 
the inclusion of credit card receipts 
and loans as property for the Financial 
Institution Excise Tax apportionment 
formula beginning January 2017.

Transformation to a service economy 
and a more digital world has prompted 
the need to update current law and 
regulate new markets that were not 
contemplated by laws enacted under the 
old economy. The state is increasingly 
evaluating whether laws, including taxes, 
are adequate for the new economy.  
Many taxes are structured around the 
manufacture and sale of tangible goods, 
but our economy is increasingly a service 
based one with more intangible goods, 
as well as electronic commerce.  

One example is a new law to govern the 
disposition of and access to digital assets, 
such as a cloud storage or social media 
accounts, upon the owner’s death. The 

new law includes a provision giving a 
digital custodian unlimited ability to 
seek or require a court order to clarify 
whether access to digital assets should 
be granted is not limited.  Another 
example is a proposal to tax digital goods 
such as streaming videos by defining 
them as tangible personal property.  

Other issues expected to be addressed 
include the regulation and liability of 
consumer data breaches, regulation 
of transportation network companies, 
unmanned aircraft systems, and 
autonomous vehicles. 

The 2018 Regular Legislative Session is 
set to commence on Tuesday, January 9.  

Ben Patterson grew up in Florence, Alabama. 
He is a graduate of the University of Alabama 

and earned his Ph.D. from the University of 
Alabama where he taught seminars in state 
and local government and America Politics. 

Prior to joining Fine Geddie in 2004, he served 
as the deputy finance director for the State 

of Alabama under two governors and helped 
guide both administration’s legislative efforts 

on fiscal issues. He also held the position of 
chief information officer, overseeing the state’s 

technology acquisitions in the late 1990s. During 
his tenures in state government, Patterson 

gained a thorough understanding of government 
operations, procurement, information 

technology, state budgets and controls, and the 
complexities of Alabama’s tax structure.
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meet Tony
Tony R. Cochran is managing partner 
of CK Business Solutions, based 
in Albertville.  The firm handles 
traditional public accounting 
transactions as well as serving as 
business advisors and executive 
coaches for their clients.  Cochran 
has been a member of the ASCPA 
since 1983.  He currently serves as a 
member of the executive committee 
for the Business Council of Alabama.

I completed 38 years of public practice 
in August. At first blush it would seem 
our profession has changed a lot. 
However, upon reflection, the core of 
what we do has not changed at all… we provide coaching and counseling 
to our business clients.  

Many, both inside and outside our profession, view us as having tight 
limits on the range of services we provide. It is easy to check boxes like 
tax preparation, financial statement preparation, audits, and bookkeeping 
services. The list goes on.  We do those things and do them well, but we 
do a lot more

During my career, I felt compelled to work on behalf of our profession, and 
the clients we serve, as a voice in governmental affairs. To that end, I found 
my way to the Business Council of Alabama (BCA). As a profession, CPAs are 
not prone to seek public attention and, unlike attorneys, we do not cherish 
a good courtroom brawl.  In fact, we seek the opposite. However, some of 
us need to rise above our timidity and push legislation that promotes our 
profession, block legislation that is bad for our profession and do the same 
for the interests of the clients we serve.

The BCA has partnered with 
many organizations throughout 
Alabama to fight for the business 
community. The BCA also has a 
network of great relationships with 
like-minded organizations, including 
our Society. Through our collective 
strength, we can voice opposition to 
harmful legislation while promoting 
legislation that will allow our business 
clients to do what they do best: build 
great products, create jobs and grow 
the Alabama economy.

The BCA has become the premier 
voice in Alabama for business. Its strategic alliance with Chambers of 
Commerce in Alabama referred to as “The Partnership” has forged 
an organization that represents thousands of businesses in Alabama, 
which employ almost one-million workers. As CPAs, it is in our strategic 
best interests to partner with and support the BCA so we can leverage 
that organization’s strength to champion legislation important to our 
profession.

I encourage all Alabama CPAs to join the BCA and their local Chamber of 
Commerce. Even if you choose not to be active, your financial support 
will either directly or indirectly help your practice and the businesses your 
serve.

In the business consulting world, I never preach to my clients that they 
can save and cut their way to prosperity. They must grow their business. 
In fact, I find our small business clients already successful at limiting 
costs, because they had to be! I always carry the message of growth and 
talk about key performance indicators, specific to a business, which are 

Tony Cochran
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necessary to grow. If a business owner, including a CPA, does not know 
which key indicators are critical to growth, then he or she is leaving growth 
and financial success to chance. 

In a preceding paragraph I mentioned that our profession has changed a 
lot. It certainly has from the standpoint of how we deliver our services. 
When I started in 1979 we typed financial statements on IBM Selectric 
typewriters along with tax returns. Our firm had a “computer room” 
which covered about 800 square feet of space and required its own air-
conditioning system. The computing power in that room was about one-
tenth the power in a modern-day cell phone. As a result, the speed at 
which information is being provided and the demand for real time updates 
has grown exponentially. In that regard, technology has certainly changed 
our profession.

Other changes have occurred as well. In my opinion, many of these 
changes are not for the good. Inside and outside our profession, we 
encounter hundreds of new regulations, which create complexities for us 
and our clients. More and more, I find myself frustrated trying to explain 
a “rules-based” accounting system to our clients. They do not understand 
many of the complex changes to their financial reporting.  

A positive change in our profession is the addition of women to our 
profession. I believe we are a standard bearer when it comes to equal 
opportunity for women and equal pay. When I started my career, we had 
very few women in our profession. Without exception, all the women CPAs 
I have encountered are very smart, work hard and take on leadership roles 
in the community. My youngest partner, Jennifer Morrison, is a prime 
example. She has taken on leadership positions in her church, as chair of 
our local Chamber of Commerce and president of a local Civitan Club. Her 
rise to partner was based on the respect she commands from our clients. 
She does all those things while raising two very active daughters.

Earlier I also recognized how our profession has not changed in my 38 
years. I have sat in meetings with clients sharing their financial pain, 

especially in the midst of the most recent “Great Recession.” To paraphrase 
Ronald Reagan, if your neighbor is out of a job, it’s a recession. If you are 
out of a job, it’s a depression. I witnessed too many clients fighting their 
way through a depression. As trusted advisors, our clients confide in us 
their most guarded thoughts and emotions. Often these emotions, while 
personal in nature, spill over into their business lives.

So, we become much more than simple auditors, tax preparers or 
bookkeepers. We pick our clients up when they need a boost and we kick 
‘em in the pants when they need motivation. We support them during 
their insecurities… yes, we are much more than the stereotypical “bean 
counter” image suggests.

I have been blessed to have a wonderful wife of 37 years and two amazing 
daughters. I tell everyone I am a living example that God has a sense of 
humor. All I ever wanted was a couple of sons that I could coach through 
baseball, basketball and football with the crowning achievement being a 
football scholarship to Alabama.

Instead, God chose to give me two daughters, neither of which cared 
anything about a ball. I supported their dance and voice lessons, and 
performances at the local community theater. When I thought God was 
finished laughing at me, he decided he wasn’t finished. He encouraged 
one of my daughters to compete for Miss Alabama while he nudged the 
University of Alabama to give my other daughter a vocal performance 
scholarship. I spent the next seven years at various local pageants, two 
Miss Alabama pageants and one Miss America pageant. In addition, at the 
University of Alabama, vocal performance consisted mostly of opera. So, 
while there, I listened to performances in languages this country boy from 
the hills of Alabama didn’t understand. Yes, God has a sense of humor. I 
am the proof. 

As my career enters its twilight, I see little change in the core of what we 
do. We will continue to be the best counselors and confidants our client 
will ever have, and the future of our profession has never looked brighter.
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In preparation for the 2018 regular session 
of the Alabama Legislature, which convenes 
Tuesday, January 9, one of Alabama’s most 
influential business and trade organizations, the 
5,000-member Business Council of Alabama (or 
“BCA”), has issued its 2018 tax legislative agenda.  
This extensive agenda features, once again, both 
new and renewed tax measures and incentives.  
The Birmingham Business Alliance (or “BBA”), 
Alabama’s largest chamber of commerce, has 
also released its legislative agenda, adopting and 
advocating many of the same tax agenda items, 
plus a few different ones.

In addition, our own Alabama Society of CPAs 
(or “ASCPA”) has also weighed-in, but has not 
issued a formal agenda.  Instead, ASCPA President 
Jeannine Birmingham stated to us that the 
ASCPA will generally align its legislative support 
with the state tax agenda of the BCA.  President 
Birmingham added, however, in the wake of 
the Alabama Department of Revenue’s (ADOR) 
recent loss in Moody v. ADOR, that the ASCPA 
will support legislation and work collaboratively 
with BCA and the ADOR to resolve the Moody 
income tax credit issue.  It is indeed likely that 
compromise legislation will be pursued in the 
2018 regular session but it is unclear, however, 
whether the proposed legislation would be 
retroactive in effect.

Summary of the BCA State Tax 
Legislative Agenda

During	 the	 2018	 regular	 session,	 the	 BCA	 will	
support:

•	 Reauthorization and extension of proven 
economic development incentives and tax 
credits, including the Historic Structures Tax 
Credit, the New Markets Tax Credit, and the 

Small Business Investment Company Tax Credit.

•	 Legislation to provide for a Research and 
Development income tax credit parallel to the 
federal R&D credit, with an extra incentive if a 
qualified in-state research institution performs 
the research.

•	 Reforming state, county, and city business 
license statutes to provide a simpler and more 
uniform process for businesses to apply for and 
receive a business license.

•	 Streamlining and simplifying the sales and use 
tax system so that in-state and out-of-state 
retailers are on a level playing field and to 
increase compliance by Internet and other out-
of-state vendors.

•	 Implementing a unified audit process to stop 
businesses from being audited by the Alabama 
Department of Revenue, and then by cities, 
counties, and private auditing firms for the 
same tax and same tax periods.

•	 Monitoring the Alabama Legislature’s Joint 
Legislative Task Force on Budget Reform and its 
recommendations.

•	 Legislation that encourages investment in early 
stage, innovative, wealth- and job-creating 
businesses that will remain headquartered, 
along with the majority of its workforce, in 
Alabama.

•	 Legislation that establishes a small business 
revolving loan fund supported by tax credits 
for participating financial institutions, modeled 
after a similar law in Tennessee.

During	 the	 2018	 regular	 session,	 the	 BCA	 will	
oppose:

• Any legislation establishing unitary combined 
reporting in Alabama.

• Any attempts by state taxing authorities to 
require disclosure, beyond those made in 
federal income tax returns, for uncertain tax 
positions or tax shelter items. Specifically, the 
BCA opposes any state-specific disclosures.

• The unilateral expansion of existing taxes and 
revenue measures through the regulatory 
process and/or agency interpretations of 
existing laws beyond the constitutional and 
statutory authority of the agency or regulatory 
body.

Summary of the BBA State Tax 
Legislative Agenda

During	the	2018	regular	session,	the	Birmingham	
Business	Alliance	(BBA)	will	actively	support:

New	Market	Tax	Credits	– The BBA also supports 
making permanent the tax credits available under 
the Alabama New Markets Development Act for 
certain investments in qualifying low-income 
communities.

Research	 and	 Development	 Tax	 Credits	 – The 
BBA also supports a Research and Development 
income tax credit parallel to the federal R&D 
credit, with an extra incentive if a qualified 
research institution in Alabama performs the 
research.

During	 the	 2018	 regular	 session,	 the	 BBA	 will	
monitor:

•	 Remote	 Transactions	 Parity	 Act	 of	 2015/
Marketplace	Fairness	Act – The BBA supports 
state legislation that implements the enabling 
federal legislation to allow state and local 

PROMINENT ALABAMA BUSINESS
AND PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

ANNOUNCE THEIR 2018 STATE TAX

LEGISLATIVE AGENDAS
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governments to require the larger online 
vendors to collect sales tax from their customers 
in Alabama and remit the tax to the ADOR, as 
the agent for both the state and the local 
governments. In turn, those vendors would have 
an enhanced single point of filing, be 
subjected to only one audit, and could 
rely on tax rate information furnished 
monthly by the ADOR.

•	 Insurance	Premium	Tax	Credits	– The 
BBA supports the continuation of 
insurance premium tax credits at the 
currently level, which offset insurance 
premium taxes paid to the Alabama 
General Fund.  The premium tax 
credits offer incentives to insurance 
companies operating in the state to 
invest in Alabama and create jobs.

Other Legislation That 
We Anticipate Being

Re-Introduced

Once the 2018 regular session gets into 
full swing, it will also be important to 
monitor the flurry of tax bills that will 
likely be introduced (many of which were 
introduced last year).  

•	 Mandatory	 Unitary	 Combined	
Reporting	(or	“MUCR”):		This perennial 
bill would repeal portions of the 
Alabama corporate income tax code 
that permit separate entity reporting 
and consolidated tax returns, and require all 
corporate groups with at least one member 
doing business in Alabama to begin filing a 

unitary combined return, effective for tax years 
beginning after December 31, 2017.  

•	 Credits	 for	 Donations	 to	 Scholarship	
Granting	 Organizations	 under	 the	 Alabama	
Accountability	 Act:  This bill amends the 

Alabama Accountability Act by providing 
income tax credits to participating trusts and 
estates and clarifies that corporations may 

offset their quarterly estimated income tax 
payments by the credit.  Additionally, the bill 
expands the credit to include utility gross 
receipts tax liability.  The bill also increases 
the cap on income tax credits for donations to 

scholarship granting organizations such 
as the Alabama Opportunity Scholarship 
Fund (AOSF).

•	 Reliance	 on	 ADOR’s	 Website	
for	 Correct	 Local	 Tax	 Rate	 a/k/a	
“Retailer’s	Hold	Harmless	Bill”:  This 
bill would relieve taxpayers of any 
liability for collecting and charging 
incorrect sales, use, rental, or lodgings 
tax rate if they relied on the rate 
published on the ADOR’s website, not 
just relief from penalties or interest as 
under current law.

In an interview published in the 
November 13, 2017 issue of State Tax 
Notes, new Commissioner of Revenue 
Vernon Barnett confirmed that neither 
the Governor nor the ADOR will 
support a MUCR bill this session: the  
“administration and legislative 
leadership have made clear that MUCR 
will not be adopted in Alabama.”  He 
added that he didn’t foresee any other 
major tax initiatives in the coming 
session, although that prediction was 
made before federal tax reform became 
a reality, in the way of the Tax Cuts and 
Jobs Act of 2017.  A number of provisions 

in that bill directly or indirectly affect Alabama and 
its Education Trust Fund budget, into which all 
income tax revenues flow.

© December 15, 2017. 
Bruce P. Ely/William T. Thistle, II/

Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP. 
All rights reserved. 
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Accountants are a natural ally for anyone 
hoping to get things done within an 
organisation. They know the transaction flows 
of the organisation and the risks and controls 
around its processes, and that knowledge can 
provide a valuable road map for those tasked 
with product design, process improvement, 
and more.

To maximise their utility, accountants need to 
speak one of the most important languages of 
modern business. They need to understand 
project management, the methodology by 
which many business leaders enact business 
improvements and technology innovation.

Accountants who learn the flow and 

terminology of project work are better able to 
serve as business partners for teams outside 
of finance, and they’ll be better positioned to 
advocate for good financial, data, and process 
management practices.

In short, those in finance who understand 
project management will be seen more like 
enablers and less like gatekeepers.

Following	the	project	flow
A project is defined as a temporary endeavour 
that creates a unique product, service, or 
result. That could be a brand-new consumer 
product, an enhancement, or simply a process 
improvement.

A project represents change, and change 
brings risk. Our job, as accountants, is not 
to minimise that risk but to help manage it 
— and project management methodologies 
aim to do that by mapping out the elements 
of the project, identifying their relationships, 
and evaluating the potential risks that come 
with them.

The document that encapsulates all that 
crucial information is the project charter, 
created at the start of each project — and it’s 
the key to understanding the process to come. 
The charter is essentially a contract between 
the project team and the rest of the business. 
Just as you use contracts to manage outside 
vendors’ performance, you can use this 

HOW ACCOUNTING CAN EMPOWER BETTER PROJECT MANAGEMENT
By participating in project management, accountants can become better advocates 
for good financial, data, and process management practices.

Donny	Shimamoto,	CPA/CITP,	CGMA 
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document to set realistic and enforceable 
expectations within the organisation.

In most cases the accounting function 
isn’t in charge of these projects, so the 
management accountant won’t be the one 
actually drafting the charter. Instead, your 
role is to objectively review the information 
and assumptions that are going into this 
document.

Rather than coming down as the 
gatekeeper at the end of this process, you 
can be more effective by working earlier 
with a project manager to ensure that good 
projects get through the gates. The timing 
of your involvement will vary from project 
to project, but it’s ideal to join during or 
before the drafting of the project charter.

Managing	project	risk
No project charter, no matter how good it 
is, can predict all of the causes and effects 
at play around a project. Even if it did, 
someone would still have to manage those 
risks.

These project risks become more obvious 
— and more real — as the actual work of 
the project starts. For example, an architect 
might forget to make a public building 
accessible to people with disabilities, or an 
IT person might omit approval threshold 
controls from a procurement application.

Anything can happen, and that means 
that the accountant’s job only becomes 
more important as the actual project gets 
underway.

A few key strategies will help guide you 
along the way:

• Stay involved with the project. Attend 
meetings. Ask to be included with 
correspondence, and follow along 
with the team. Monitoring the work 
as it happens will give you a better 
understanding of each component’s 
context and help you identify emerging 
risks. Your degree of involvement will 
change with the project — more risk, 
more involvement — but there’s often a 
sweet spot between “uninterested” 
and “over-controlling.” Your goal is 
to be accessible and present while 

respecting your role as a supporter and 
guide.

• Think like an auditor and ask the right 
questions. Stakeholders and subject-
matter experts can help you identify the 
relevant business rules and controls that 
apply to each segment of the project, 
which you can then use to “audit” 
components as they’re completed. For 
example, an operational person may 
know that there is a potential problem 
when a particular ratio goes above 10%, 
and definitely a problem when the ratio 
goes above 20%. A detective control 
could be designed into the project to 
appropriately flag transactions that 
reach those ratios.

• Beware of workload spikes around major 
deliverables. If you only get involved 
as the deliverable approaches, you’re 
going to get hit with a pile of work 
once the deliverable is ready, and you 
may then be seen as a bottleneck to 
completion. Continued involvement with 
the project will minimise the amount of 
backtracking, retrofitting, and panicking 
you have to do — all of which, by the 
way, becomes costlier as the project 
progresses.

Dealing	with	scope	creep
Almost every project will run into “scope 
creep”, the phenomenon that drives 
projects outside of their original scope or 
violates the assumptions and constraints 
described in the charter.

As a project evolves, you’re going to 
encounter unexpected scenarios, find gaps 
in the original plan, and hear demands for 
more features without a corresponding 
increase in resources.

Maybe your credit card processing 
company now requires a new level of 
security. Maybe a whimsical idea has 
made its way down from the C-suite. The 
management accountant’s job through 
all this is to uphold the project charter — 
the original contract between the project 

Charter Chatter
Charters vary by project, but the general template 
includes these details:

• A list of your own key project team members and 
their roles, as well as the senior-level	sponsors	
who have approved and will support the project.

• Your stakeholders. These are the people who will 
be directly affected and who have the power to 
affect your project. They often will have a role in 
accepting the deliverable. This might include your 
management, accounting, and IT teams. These 
people can influence your project for better or 
for worse. By identifying them early, you can keep 
them on board with the project.

• The objectives or outcomes	that will determine 
whether the project is successful. Outcomes are 
about a desired state, or a condition, such as the 
reduction of risk or a better understanding of 
the cost structure. You may also include value	
statements, describing how accomplishing that 
objective will benefit the organisation.

• The specific goals that will serve as the project's 
milestones. For example, to reduce risk, you 
might need to create a new way to assess 
contracts. These goals in turn can be mapped 
to the deliverables that you'll create at various 
stages. For example, you might need a proof of 
concept early in the process. These deliverable 
dates can be detailed in a summary	schedule.

• The assumptions governing the project. An 
assumption is an external factor, outside of your 
control, that you're dependent upon. This can 
include your financials, but you also need to 
document the other resources that you'll need. 
For example, your project may need an employee 
from IT. You don't control IT, so you need to 
document that assumption. You'll also want to list 
any required approvals and create a summary	
budget.

•	 Constraints.	These are limits on your work, such 
as a lack of available employee hours, a hard 
deadline, or a spending limit. Putting these factors 
in your charter can help to communicate the 
limitations that the project is operating under.

•	 Interdependencies.	These show how a project 
interacts with other work going on in the 
organisation. Maybe your work can't proceed 
until a piece of software is updated. On the tail 
end, other projects might be waiting on yours 
to be completed. If they're not surfaced, these 
relationships can allow for disastrous ripple 
effects.

• The risks the project faces and the relevant 
mitigation plans. This is obviously the 
management accountant's specialty, and 
documenting these risks can steer your project 
clear of undesirable surprises.

_________________________
continued on page 29
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CONGRATULATIONS

Machen McChesney 
announced that Lou-
is	 Hawkins, Jessica	 L.	
Pagan, Lesley	 L.	 Price 
and Nick Wheeler as 
new partners effec-
tive January 1, 2018.   
Hawkins	 has 27 years 
of experience provid-
ing accounting, tax, 
audit and advisory ser-
vices to individuals and 
small businesses. He 
has expertise in restau-
rant and retail service 
industries and specific 
skills in financial oper-
ations, human resourc-
es, and CFO advisory 
services.  Hawkins is 
a graduate of Auburn 
University.  

Pagan has 14 years of 
experience providing 
accounting, tax, audit 
and advisory services 
to individuals and busi-
nesses.  She has exper-
tise in construction and 
real estate industries 
and specific skills in tax 

MEMBER NEWS
planning, financial state-
ment analytics, compila-
tions, reviews, planning 
and consulting for pass-
through entities, and job 
cost accounting.  She is a 
graduate of Auburn Uni-
versity with both under-
graduate and master’s 
degrees. 

Price has more than 19 
years of experience pro-
viding accounting, tax 
services, and advisory 
services to individuals 
and businesses. She has 
expertise in healthcare 
and manufacturing in-
dustries and specific 
skills in tax research, 
planning and consulting 
for corporations, pass-
through entities, and 
foreign entities, as well 
as for estates and trusts. 
Price is a graduate of the 
University of Tennes-
see with a masters and 
bachelor’s degrees in 
accounting.

Wheeler has 18 years 
of experience pro-
viding accounting, 
tax, and advisory 
services to individu-
als and businesses. 
He has expertise in 
professional service, 
restaurant, retail, and 
real estate industries 
and specific skills in 
business and individ-
ual tax planning, tax 
credits, cost segre-
gation, start-up plan-
ning, and business 
advisory services.  
Wheeler is a graduate 
of Auburn University.
__________________

Jackson Thornton an-
nounced that Woody	
Trimble has been se-
lected as the firm’s 
newest principal. 
Trimble is in the Mont-
gomery office, where 
he has worked for 
more than 17 years. 
Trimble specializes 
in audit, accounting 
and consulting proj-

ects for utility clients 
across the Southeast.  
Trimble is a graduate 
of Troy University with 
undergraduate and 
MBA degrees. He is af-
filiated with numerous 
utility-specific associa-
tions.
__________________

Wilkins Miller LLC an-
nounced that Stacy	
Cummings, CPA, CFF, 
CVA, Erin	 Jones, CPA, 
and Leigh	 Knosher, 
CPA, MTA, became 
partners.  Cummings 
joined the firm in 2002, 
after receiving her 
bachelor’s degree of 
accountancy from the 
University of Missis-
sippi. She was named 
manager in 2007, 
and her experience 
includes: individual 
and business taxation 
and income tax plan-
ning, audits of multi-
ple-state wholesale 
distributors, manufac-
turers, not-for-profit 
entities and benefit 
plans, and consulting 
services including lit-
igation services and 
business valuations. 
Cummings also holds a 
business valuation cre-

dential and is certified 
in financial forensics.

Jones joined the firm 
in 2003, after earning 
a bachelor’s degree 
of science in business 
administration with 
a specialization in ac-
counting and a mas-
ter’s degree in busi-
ness administration 
from Spring Hill Col-
lege. She was named 
Manager in 2007, and 
her areas of specialty 
include audits, reviews 
and compilations of 
non-profit organi-
zations, non-public 
companies, state and 
local governments, 
and employee benefit 
plans, and individual 
and business taxation. 
Her industry experi-
ence primarily lies in 
construction contrac-
tors, professional ser-
vice firms, retail sales, 
manufacturing, col-
leges and universities 
and timber and real 
estate management.
__________________
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Knosher	 joined 
Wilkins Miller in 2002 
and was named man-
ager in 2004. She 
brings over thirty 
years of experience 
in public accounting 
and specializes in fed-
eral and multi-state 
taxation. Knosher’s 
experience includes 
working with a na-
tional accounting firm 
as well as owning her 
own accounting prac-
tice in Fairhope. She 
earned a bachelor 
of science in com-
merce and business 
administration from 
The University of Ala-
bama and a master’s 
degree of taxation 
from The University 
of Alabama.
__________________

The Presbyterian 
Home for Children in 
Talladega has named 
Doug	Marshall as its 
new president and 
CEO.  He assumed 
this new position on 

November 20.  Mar-
shall brings more 
than 30 years of ex-
perience in corporate 
and nonprofit leader-
ship at large Birming-
ham firms, including 
Energen, Alagasco 
and EY.  He served 
most recently as CFO 
and director of com-
munity relations at 
the Alabama Family 
Trust.  Marshall holds 
a minister of theology 
degree and is a life 
and career coach at 
Grace Ministries.  He 
is a member of the 
National Association 

of Social Workers, 
Alabama Counseling 
Association, Alabama 
Interfaith Coalition 
on Aging and the Al-
abama Association 
of Non-Profits.  The 
Presbyterian Home 
for Children has 
provided services 
to children in need 
since 1868.  Original-
ly founded as an or-
phanage, today it pro-
vides a wider range of 
services for homeless 
children, families and 
young adults from all 
parts of Alabama. 

WHAT’S GOING 
ON OUT THERE?
Two well-established 
firms in west Ala-
bama, Guin	 and	 Par-
ish and Lawler	 and	
Cole, have merged 
to form a single firm 
with two locations.  
Owners Greg Guin 
and Paul Parish plan 
to keep their Winfield 
office open, while 
also operating the 
newly-acquired Ham-
ilton office.  

__________________

The Better Business 
Bureau of North Al-
abama recognized 
Huntsville firm Anglin	
Reichmann, Snell-
grove	 &	 Armstrong 
for superior ethical 
standards in the mid-
size business cate-
gory.  Firm represen-
tatives attended the 
2017 luncheon hon-
oring finalists for the 
BBB’s Torch Award 
for Ethics.  The Torch 
Award for Ethics has 
been active in north 
Alabama since 1988. 

On Saturday, October 28, 
Hieronymus CPAs sponsored 
“Fishing for a Cure” in support 
of the Gaillard Pancreatic 
Cancer Research Endowment 
of the University of South 
Alabama’s Mitchell Cancer 
Institute.  The Salty Worm 
Brackish Classic, a bass and 
trout fishing tournament, 
was followed by the Delta 
Bash after-party.  In 2016, 
pancreatic cancer became 
the third leading cause of 
cancer-related deaths in the 
US, passing breast cancer.  
Research is important because 
there is currently no effective 
screening test for pancreatic 
cancer.  
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PRE-TAX	SEASON	CHECKLIST  Deborah K. Rood, CPA, MST

Planning for tax season helps manage the 
professional liability risk associated with tax 
services. Consider the following summarized 
steps to get you started.  

PREPARE	CLIENTS
•	 Inform clients of significant changes in tax 

law through client newsletters. 

•	 Alert clients about other filing obligations 
such as FinCEN Form 114, Foreign Bank 
Account Reporting Form, and state 
and local income tax returns, and the 
consequences of non-compliance. 

•	 Contact clients who have historically 
procrastinated providing their tax return 
information and consider providing 
incentives to them for early submission. 
In addition, provide these clients with 
deadline dates by which all information 
must be received. 

•	 Advise clients about the proposed 
regulations that will change the 
partnership audit rules for partnership tax 
years beginning after December 31, 2017. 
Tell clients to consult with their attorneys 
about revising partnership and limited 
liability company agreements in order to 
address these changes. 

REVIEW	E-FILE	REQUIREMENTS	
AND	PROCESSES
•	 Research mandatory e-filing requirements 

for federal and state tax returns. 

•	 Review the information currently on file 
with the IRS authorizing the firm as an IRS 
e-file provider for accuracy.

•	 Train firm personnel on e-filing processes. 
Submit completed returns electronically 

only upon receipt of both the signed 
e-file authorization forms and an 

e-mail acknowledging review 
and approval of draft 

returns from the 
client.  Signed 

copies of 
e-file 

signature authorizations must be 
received before tax returns may be filed 
electronically. 

•	 Inform clients that they will be required 
to review and approve draft returns prior 
to filing. Both spouses must sign if a joint 
income tax return is filed.

UPDATE	ENGAGEMENT	
LETTER	PROCESSES
•	 Review engagement letters used in the 

prior year and update as needed. Sources 
of sample engagement letters include your 
professional liability insurer, the AICPA, 
and paid providers. 

•	 Require engagement letters for all tax 
services, including tax planning, tax 
consulting and tax audit representation 
services. 

•	 Review firm policy on issuing engagement 
letters. For joint income tax returns, both 
spouses should sign. While obtaining 
signed engagement letters is always the 
preferred practice, unilateral engagement 
letters sent with tax organizers which 
require only one signature may be more 
practical for low risk individual tax return 
preparation engagements.  

•	 Inform clients that the firm will not begin 
preparing tax returns until a retainer fee 
and signed engagement letter is received, 
or in those cases where a unilateral 
engagement letter is sent, the completed 
and signed tax organizer is received. 

REVIEW	CLIENT	ACCEPTANCE	AND	
CONTINUANCE	PROCEDURES
•	 Review the firm’s client list from the 

prior tax season. Consider terminating 
the firm’s professional relationship with 
unprofitable, high risk and “problem” 
clients, such as those who do not provide 
information in a timely manner. 

•	 Identify high risk clients, such as clients 
creating a potential conflict of interest for 
the firm. Establish protocols to address 
potential conflicts of interest that arise 
during tax season.

•		Update the firm’s client acceptance 
checklist and conduct due diligence 

on prospective clients, such 
as inquiring why they are 

changing accountants 
and conducting 

an internet search on the prospect. 
Request the prospect’s consent to contact 
the predecessor accountant. Consider 
obtaining a retainer from all new clients 
with no known payment history. 

PREPARE	THE	FIRM	
•	 Research state law regarding registration 

requirements for the firm and tax return 
preparers and update or renew registration 
to comply.

•	 Renew existing preparer tax identification 
numbers and register new tax return 
preparers with the IRS. 

•	 Update the firm’s tax quality control, and 
policies and procedures manuals. If you 
do not have a tax quality control manual, 
consider creating one for your firm. 

•	 Review the firm’s controls over confidential 
client information. Controls over the 
management and use of client information 
should not be bypassed due to tax 
deadlines. 

•	 Review the firm’s planned response to a 
data security incident, including its cyber 
liability insurance coverage. 

•	 Review tax return volume from the prior 
season and staffing requirements for the 
upcoming season. Be alert for bottlenecks 
that may arise, such as too many staff 
and an insufficient number of reviewers. 
Explore using data scan software when 
planning staffing requirements.

•	 Initiate contact with independent 
contractors that assisted last tax season, 
determine their availability, and reach 
an agreement regarding such issues as 
hours and fees. Determine if additional 
temporary staff will be required and 
initiate a hiring search. 

•	 Review tax organizers to ensure that they 
fully address recent, complex areas of law, 
and reporting requirements, such as:

o The Affordable Care Act,

o Filing obligations related to foreign 
activity, and

o The sharing economy, including 
income from home rentals, driving 
services, or other peer-to-peer 
services.
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 If organizers do not adequately 
address such issues, supplement 
them with additional questions or 
address them in documented client 
conversations.

PREPARE	STAFF
•	 Provide a training plan for tax preparers, 

concentrating on changes in local, state, 
and federal tax laws, including those 
related to new and expiring tax provisions. 

•	 Train all firm members on the importance 
of protecting client data, both physical and 
electronic.

•	 Review library resources and training 
materials and ensure that up-to-date 
resources are available to staff. Verify that 
staff has access to reference materials.

•	 Revise procedures based upon last 
year’s post tax-season wrap-up meeting 
to improve current year processes for 
managing tax return preparation. 

•	 Remind firm personnel to amend 
engagement letters for changes in scope. 

•	 Schedule a pre-tax season staff meeting 
and highlight the following:

o Revised preparation processes and 
procedures, organizer changes, tax 
quality control manual requirements, 
and applicable professional standards,

o Privacy and security policies, how all 
firm professionals can help protect 
the firm, and what to do in the event 
of a data security incident. 

o Requirements to use engagement 
letters for all services,

o e-filing procedures, and

o Penalties applicable to taxpayers and 
preparers.

•	 Review the most frequent errors found 
on prior year individual and business 
income tax returns.

•	 Emphasize the importance of 
documenting discussions with clients.

ORGANIZE
• Use a control log, common docketing 

system or tax return tracking software 

to help avoid missed 
deadlines. Include all 
tax returns and related 
forms in the control 
log.

o Memorialize 
responsible client 
parties and key 
dates for every 
return in the 
control log.

• Test new or updated 
tax software to ensure 
functionality and test 
integration with other 
applications.

• Check software 
website for updates 
and downloads 
throughout the 
tax season. Assign 
clients/tax returns 
to preparers and 
reviewers based upon 
their experience and 
training.  Set up the 
current year file, 
update client profiles, 
and check data transferred from last year’s 
data files. Check spreadsheet formulas.

• Identify clients that have undergone 
significant change or that will be 
significantly affected by tax law changes 
implemented or expiring in 2017. Devise a 
plan to address the impact. 

• Review client data promptly when 
received, make inquiries if any information 
appears to be incorrect, incomplete, or 
inconsistent, and document discussions 
with clients. 

• Plan for tax deadlines. Allocate preparation 
and reviews to help ensure professionals 
do not become overwhelmed and make 
mistakes as deadlines approach.

Deborah K. Rood (deborah.rood@cna.com) is 
a risk control consulting director at CNA.

Continental Casualty Co., one of the CNA insurance 
companies, is the underwriter of the AICPA Professional 
Liability Insurance Program. Aon Insurance Services, 
the National Program Administrator for the AICPA 
Professional Liability Program, is available at 800-221-
3023 or visit cpai.com.

This article provides information, rather than advice 
or opinion. It is accurate to the best of the authors’ 
knowledge as of the article date. This article should not 
be viewed as a substitute for recommendations of a 
retained professional. Such consultation is recommended 
in applying this material in any particular factual 
situations.

Examples are for illustrative purposes only and not 
intended to establish any standards of care, serve as 
legal advice, or acknowledge any given factual situation 
is covered under any CNA insurance policy. The relevant 
insurance policy provides actual terms, coverages, 
amounts, conditions, and exclusions for an insured. All 
products and services may 
not be available in all states 
and may be subject to change 
without notice. “CNA” is a 
registered trademark of CNA 
Financial Corporation. Certain 
CNA Financial Corporation 
subsidiaries use the “CNA” 
trademark in connection with 
insurance underwriting and 
claims activities. Copyright © 
2017 CNA. All rights reserved.
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Alabama Society of CPA's
Condensed Schedule of Activities
For the Years Ended April 30
     Compiled from consolidated audited financial statements

Charges for 2017 2016
Services, Dues, Net Revenues Over Net Revenues Over

Expenditures and Contributions (Under) Expenditures (Under) Expenditures
Programs:

Professional Development Seminars 845,640$       919,969$                74,329$                    113,533$                   
Membership 95,695           901,254                  805,559                    781,005                    
Quality Review 116,636         135,225                  18,589                      22,265                      
Public Relations 214,789         (214,789)                   (189,866)                   
Scholarships and awards 100,698         41,818                    (58,880)                     (17,883)                     
Newsletter 54,738           39,640                    (15,098)                     (26,428)                     
Conferences & committees 298,123         253,483                  (44,640)                     (56,729)                     
Chapter activities 148,261         233,222                  84,961                      (27,573)                     
Political Contributions 500                (500)                          

     Total Program Services 1,875,080$    2,524,611$             649,531$                  598,324$                  

Management and general expenses (627,815)$                 (633,337)$                 
Net realized/unrealized gain on investments 259,363                    36,554                      
Other revenues 23,092                      24,183                      

Net Revenues Over Expenditures 304,171$                  25,724$                    

Alabama Society of CPA's
Condensed Statement of Position
For the Year Ended April 30
     Compiled from consolidated audited financial statements

2017 2016
Assets
     Cash equivalents and certificates of deposit 961,994$                1,089,892$             
     Pledge receivables (net) 10,187                    59,760                    
     Other current assets 55,573                    62,972                    
     Property and equipment, net 1,672,898               1,607,051               
     Investments in stocks and bonds, fair value 3,497,782               3,210,095               

Total Assets 6,198,434$             6,029,770$             

Liabilities
     Deferred revenues 288,097$                390,085$                
     Other current liabilities 94,542                    109,778                  
     Deferred compensation - Long-term portion 291,550                  308,679                  
     Debt - Long-term portion 1,154                      

Total Liabilities 674,189$                809,696$                

Net Assets 5,524,245$             5,220,074$             

     See the Society website at www.ascpa.org for a full set of consolidated audited financial statements.Contact ASCPA President and CEO Jeannine Birmingham for a full set of consolidated audited financial statements.
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Classroom Blitz 2017
On behalf of the Young CPA Cabinet, THANK YOU

to our 28 volunteers, who served 29 schools during this year’s Blitz.

THANK	YOU	SCHOOLS	
Auburn High School
Carver High School
Central High School
Chelsea High School

Columbia High School
Decatur Heritage Christian Academy

Fairhope High School
Greene County Career Center 

Grissom High School
Gulf Shores High School

Hartselle High School
Hoover High School
Jasper High School

Marion County High School
McAdory High School
Moody High School
Murphy High School

Muscle Shoals High School 
Oak Mountain High School

Opelika High School
Paul W. Bryant High School

Prattville High School
Robert E. Lee High School

Sardis High School
Sheffield High School

Sidney Lanier High School
Smith’s Station High School
Wilcox Central High School

WP Davidson High School 

THANK	YOU	VOLUNTEERS
Lisa Albritton

Andrea Armstrong
Hannah Avery

Amber Beavers
Jessica Bou Akar

Derrick Cook
Tyler Cooper

Tyler Crawford
Keren Deal

Kevin Foshee
Walker Gann
Jacob Gatlin

BJ Gilbert
Courtney Goff
Addie Grissom
Katie Grissom

Murry Guy
Dustin Hornbuckle
Amber Lockwood

Jennifer May
Garey Morrison
Mandy Parker

Michelle Pinochet
Dan Post

Katherine Reed
Emily Reischman 

Laura Taber
Bri Wright



YCPA Blitz Chair Scott Gardner stated,
“It was another great experience for 

Alabama young professionals.  They had a 
chance to reach students early, as they’re 

deciding on their future, and to dispel 
myths about accounting.  Hopefully we’ve 

influenced a few students to consider 
accounting as a career.” 
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TWO EXCEL TIPS FOR TAX SEASONVal Steed, K2 

“When are CPAs going to give up their spreadsheets and use profession-
ally designed software like Great Plains?” Doug Burgum, Governor of 
North Dakota and former President/CEO of Great Plains Software caught 
me off guard with this question over dinner a number of years ago. 

“CPAs will give up spreadsheets when they die,” I responded. A state-
ment that I believe is just as accurate today as it was back then. 

Electronic spreadsheets are our answer to all the calculations that are 
not already in GL/AP/AR, etc. Spreadsheets facilitate data cleanup, orga-
nize and sort, as well as calculate and sum. Our needs for these functions 
have not changed and so our need for Excel’s time-saving and improved 
calculation capabilities remains. 

In light of this, there are two features in Excel that can significantly help 
you this tax season. One old and one new, but both are very powerful 
and most accountants do not know about either.

Tip #1 – Flash Fill (Excel 2013, Excel 2016) 
New in Excel 2013, Flash Fill is one of the greatest gifts accountants have 
ever received. Flash Fill is not an add-in. It‘s not something you need to 
turn on. Flash Fill is a feature that’s simply there, ready to help you clean 
up data and it is in all versions of Excel 2013 and Excel 2016.

Let assume that you wanted a list with each element in a column—first 
name, last name, and a phone number someone can use to make calls. 
But instead, what you got is a last name and a first name jammed into 
the same column while only the numbers of a phone number appear 
down the next column. This can be very visually challenging to use for 
calls.

 

• Move your cursor over to C2 and type in the name how you want it 
to appear.

• Press Enter.

• Go to the Data ribbon element and select Flash Fill.

Now, you will see that it populates the column with the exact information 
you want. While you can do some complex text functions to parse the 
information, you don’t need to do that anymore. 

• Make sure you have clean columns to the right of the columns 
you’re parsing.

• In the clean column, type the data you want from the left columns 
into the first cell.

As you start to type the same solution in the second cell down the col-
umn, Excel will pop up an Auto Fill box showing the rest of the solutions 
for your data. 

• Hit Enter and it will populate your data down the range.

If the Auto Fill box does not appear type in the first solution, hit CTRL-E 
for Flash Fill or click to the Data Tab and Select Flash Fill. Remember, this 
only works on clean columns to the right of the data you are parsing. 

You can choose what you would like to have as a result. The results are 
NOT formulas but different arrangements of text. I’ve cut right to the 
desired list by typing first name, last name, and the phone number the 
way I want it to appear in D3 and then clicking Flash Fill again. Flash Fill 
will occasionally bring up the Auto-Complete box if you go down to the 
second cell in the range and start typing, but I prefer using the command 
in the Ribbon or the hot-key CTRL-E.

With Flash Fill, you can parse, combine, or add text to your solution. 
Notice that I added the spaces, parentheses, and dash. 

To see this work at a secondary level, let’s look at a QuickBooks Trial 
Balance report sent to Excel. Note that the account number, sub account 
number, and description are all in the same column. 

You’ll notice that we’re headed for a problem. QuickBooks puts the 
account and sub-account descriptions and account numbers in column 
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A. So, we need to do one more step compared to the first example above. 

• Flash Fill the account number like you did above and you should end 
up with the cursor stopping on the first cell with a sub-account. 

This is called an ambiguous cell. Excel does not have enough information 
to solve this secondary level of parse, yet. 

• Type in the proper sub-account number and note that Excel will 
apply the secondary rule you just taught it to the rest of the data.

• Once you have the correct account number, simply Flash Fill the de-
scription column and Excel will pick off the appropriate description 
to match the sub-account as well.

While this tool will not solve everything, it will take care of a very large 
percentage of accounting data cleanup issues. 

QuickBooks is notorious for sending over odd formats for reports, so 
keep an eye out for Text formats on cells. You want either numeric for-
mats for numbers or General for text. I recommend avoiding the actual 
Text format because it tends to cause formatting issues with QuickBooks 
data.  

If you do this right it shouldn’t take you long to split the data into the 
proper account and description which then allows you to match that up 
to the amounts.

Tip #2 - Display of Zeros and Precision as Displayed 
One of the confounding problems of using any of the financial number 
formats (Accounting, Currency, and Number) is the display of zeros, 
which is the third part of any number format code. However, the format 
code only applies when the value in a cell is equal to zero, not when the 
value in a cell appears to be zero—such as when a small value rounds 
off to zero automatically for display. This is especially problematic when 
using the accounting format because cells can be displayed as zeros, 
positive zeros, or negative zeros as shown below.

Some practitioners have become so frustrated with this problem that 
they enter hard-coded zeros over formulas when this occurs so that zeros 
display consistently throughout their reports. This process of overwriting 
formulas can potentially corrupt your worksheet so that it does not recal-
culate properly in the future. 

The best solution for all rounding issues is to use Precision as Displayed.

Precision as Displayed enables global rounding in the affected workbook. 
When global rounding is enabled, all values are rounded to their cell for-
mats. In other words, the values 0.001 or -0.001 (or smaller)—displayed 
with two decimals—would automatically be rounded to a cell value of 
zero. 

Enable Global Rounding in a workbook by clicking:

• “File”
• “Options”
• “Advanced”
• “Set precision as displayed” (near the bottom under the section 

“When calculating this workbook”)
• “OK”

Selecting Precision as Displayed will cause Excel to display the warning 
shown below. 

This does NOT affect any formula. This message is for raw data and only if 
you have selected fewer decimal places than your raw data. In that case 
it will round and truncate the raw data. Give this a try and I think you’ll 
find this old trick to be a go-to tactic this tax season.

As far as Doug’s question is concerned. We’re not dead yet, so our 
spreadsheets will live on. Happy computing and all the best this tax 
season.
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I grew up just outside of Phil Campbell 
in a town called Spruce Pine where my 
dad had a small trucking company, and 
I attended Phil Campbell High School. 
In high school, I participated in FBLA 
and attended the state conference/
competition, but I didn’t decide to major 
in accounting until my sophomore year 
of college at the University of North 
Alabama.  I was having second thoughts 
on the major I chose at orientation and 
I decided to take an accounting course 
since I had always been a “numbers 
person”. My teacher (Dr. Sharon 
Campbell) was great and after I did well 
on the first test she put a note at the 
top that said “you should think about 
changing your major to accounting”. She 
is the reason I majored in accounting. I 
also had several other professors at UNA 
who gave me great advice and helped 
me to get an internship. 

While at UNA I had a part time job 
with a local company, doing mostly 
administrative work, but I got to help out 
with some accounting tasks. This is when 
accounting first piqued my interest and I 
decided to that first accounting course. 
While an accounting major at UNA I 
was also an accounting student worker, 
and I was able to assist professors and 
help younger accounting students. I 
also applied for, and received, an ASCPA 
scholarship which was very beneficial.  
It was the scholarship which made me 
aware of the Alabama Society of CPAs. 
Although I did not fully understand 
everything about the ASCPA at the time, 
I did benefit firsthand from their work to 
raise money for student scholarships. Addie Grissom
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My senior year at UNA, I had an internship 
with CDPA and had a great experience 
getting exposure to both tax and audit.  
I got a little taste of busy season, but did 
not stay on full time as I already had plans 
to move to Tuscaloosa for the University 
of Alabama’s MAcc program. I really 
enjoyed working in both tax and audit 
(which many interns don’t get to do) and 
that experience really helped solidify my 
decision to do audit.  At my final UNA 
Accounting Awards banquet, I received 
the ASCPA Accounting Achievement 
Award. By this time, I knew I wanted to 
be a CPA and a full member of the ASCPA 
one day. Looking back, it is neat to see 
how the ASCPA impacted me before I 
even graduated college. This is certainly 
part of the reason that I looked for ways 
to get involved and to give back through 
the ASCPA once I was established on my 
career path. 

After I graduated from UNA, I got an 
assistantship at UA for the MAcc program. 
I started sitting for the CPA exam while 
completing my degree and attended 
several recruiting events in search of my 
first full-time job.  I ended up attending 
the Sellers, Richardson, Holman & West 
summer recruiting event, which resulted 
in an interview and a full-time offer.  
When I think back to my first year of 
work, it always amazes me how much I 
learned in such a short amount of time.  
I was astonished by how quickly you can 
go from being an accounting student to 
having conversations with controllers/
CFOs! I was an audit associate and then 
senior audit associate at SRHW before 
moving back to north Alabama to be 
closer to family. It just so happened that 

CDPA was looking for a senior auditor 
at the same time.  Having already spent 
three months interning with them I knew 
I really liked the culture and people, 
and felt that it was a great fit for me.  I 
couldn’t ask for a better professional 
home.  I still love the culture, people 
and the opportunity to help manage our 
growing audit department. I think my 
inspiration/motivation really comes from 
my interest in business. I love seeing how 
businesses work from the inside.  Being 
an auditor gives me this perspective like 
no other.  I also love helping clients find 
answers and applying some of the more 
challenging aspects of accounting to 
their situations. 

After moving back to Athens, I was 
looking for ways to get involved when 
I got an ASCPA e-mail about the 
application deadline for the Young CPA 
Cabinet. I talked to some coworkers 
about it and decided to apply. I am now 
in my second year serving on the YCPA 
Cabinet, specifically on the YCPA Golf 
Tournament Committee, which helps 
plan the annual YCPA Golf Tournament 
to raise money for the Exceptional 
Foundation and the ASCPA Educational 
Foundation. It has been awesome being 
involved with an event that not only 
gives back to the community but also 
raises money for scholarships just like I 
received when I was in their shoes. 

YCPA PROFILE

Looking to add that “ZIP” 
to your accounting firm? 
Looking to add that “ZIP” 
to your accounting firm? 

Then look no more!

License a name and concept that stands out to clients

Build your practice around this concept

Use this brand as it best fits with your practice

Reasonable royalty and license fee

(844) ZIPPYCPA steve@zippycpa.com www.zippycpa.com
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Seeking ASCPA 
leaders for the future,
Recognizing leaders 
from the past.
The Alabama Society of CPAs Board 
of Directors has begun soliciting	
nominations	for	new	board members to 
serve a three-year term beginning June 
2018 at the annual members’ meeting.  

In addition to adding new members, 
the board must also determine a key 

nominee for       chair-elect of the Board.  
This person will serve as a member 
of the ASCPA Executive and Budget 
Committees.

Marc Hamilton, chair of the ASCPA board, 
said the board is looking for nominations 
in compliance with by-laws.  

“As in the past, the ASCPA Nominations 
Committee is searching for leaders who 
are forward thinking, service-oriented 
and dedicated to furthering the Society’s 
mission.  After nominations are received, 
the Nominations Committee will meet 
to review applications and will conduct      
tele-interviews if necessary.”  

Interested individuals should submit 
nomination information by 
Friday,	January	12,	2018.  

Please direct nominations directly
to ASCPA President and 

CEO Jeannine Birmingham, 
jbirmingham@ascpa.org.  

In addition, use	the	same	nomination	
form to recognize members who 

have performed exceptional service 
to the ASCPA during 2017 including 

Outstanding Young CPA, Outstanding 
Accounting Educator, Outstanding 
Member in Business and Industry, 

Outstanding Member in Government 
and the ASCPA’s Public Service Award. 

ALABAMA IS CALLING! 
Tax Hotlines are scheduled in four chapters.
Yes, it’s members of the public speaking to CPAs on live, 
call-in segments at local TV stations.  They’re asking for tax 
advice from you, the experts, in cities up and down the state.  
More than 300 calls come in during each hotline.  How to 
volunteer?  Contact the chapter Advisory Council members 
for Birmingham, Huntsville, Mobile and Montgomery (listed 
below).  The ASCPA will have a light supper for you; just bring 
your laptop or current tax guide, a sense of humor and a big 
heart.   Because some of the questions are amusing, and some 
are very touching. Look for dates and times in your area to be 
announced in upcoming ASCPA weekly digital newsletters. 

BIRMINGHAM	CHAPTER	–	WBRC
Patrick Barker, pbarkercpa@gmail.com 
Kelly	Carlton, kcarlton@uwca.org
Karen	Moore, kmoore@pearcebevill.com
Sara	Ridgeway, saraeridgeway@gmail.com

HUNTSVILLE	CHAPTER	–	WHNT
Molly	Boff, molly.boff@warrenaverett.com
Dustin	Schaefer, dschaefer@anglincpa.com
Amy	Stapler, astapler@bmss.com

MOBILE	CHAPTER	–	WKRG
Simon	Fox, sfox@wilkinsmiller.com
BJ	Gilbert, bgilbert@ksimmonscpa.com
Colleen	Dicks, colleenmacon@gmail.com   
Evan	Cox, evan@smithdukes.com  

MONTGOMERY	CHAPTER	–	WSFA
Erica	Bailey, ericalewisbailey@gmail.com
Amanda	Benson, abenson@abcpa.com
Jordan	Kendrick, jordan.kendrick@warrenaverett.com
Elizabeth	Finley, elizabeth.finley@warrenaverett.com 

mailto:jbirmingham@ascpa.org
mailto:pbarkercpa@gmail.com
mailto:kcarlton@uwca.org
mailto:kmoore@pearcebevill.com
mailto:saraeridgeway@gmail.com
mailto:molly.boff@warrenaverett.com
mailto:dschaefer@anglincpa.com
mailto:astapler@bmss.com
mailto:sfox@wilkinsmiller.com
mailto:bgilbert@ksimmonscpa.com
mailto:colleenmacon@gmail.com
mailto:evan@smithdukes.com
mailto:ericalewisbailey@gmail.com
mailto:abenson@abcpa.com
mailto:jordan.kendrick@warrenaverett.com
mailto:elizabeth.finley@warrenaverett.com
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NAME	of	NOMINEE __________________________________________________________________________________________________

TITLE ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ORGANIZATION _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

TELEPHONE__________________________________________EMAIL _________________________________________________________

PROFESSIONAL	CERTIFICATIONS ________________________________________________________________________________________  

PROFESSIONAL	AFFILIATIONS __________________________________________________________________________________________

POSITIONS	HELD	(by	title	and	date)

1.

2.

3.

4.

DEGREES	EARNED ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

SUMMARY	OF	CONTRIBUTIONS	

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(Feel	free	to	add	more	information	on	a	separate	sheet.)

Alabama Society of CPAs
Nomination Form – 2018
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YOU’VE GOT THE 
SMARTS. NOW GET 
THE SAVVY. 

INTRODUCING THE CGMA® PROGRAM. DISCOVER A LIFELONG PROFESSIONAL 
LEARNING JOURNEY AT CGMA.org/Program

CGMA, CHARTERED GLOBAL MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT, and the CGMA logo are trademarks of the Association of International 
Certified Professional Accountants. These trademarks are registered in the United States and in other countries. 18652-326

18652 – CGMA Program - State Society Ad_FULL 3.indd   1 11/13/15   10:33 AM
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team and the rest of the business. But that 
doesn’t mean that the project charter is 
unchangeable. When a change is properly 
justified, it can add value to a project.

So your role is to act as the validator, treating 
each proposal similarly to change orders 
submitted by vendors.

Think of project components in terms of “must 
have”, “should have”, and “nice to have”. If 
a project component is in one of the latter 
two categories, then the project team needs 
to provide an assessment of the value the 
change would provide versus the additional 
effort or cost.

If the benefits don’t justify the cost, then 
perhaps the scope change should be denied. 
Otherwise, the threat of “scope creep” 
may draw the project away from its original 
purpose and beyond its budget. Alternatively, 
a request for a major change in direction might 
signal that the project itself is misaligned with 

the company’s current direction and may no 
longer be necessary.

Sometimes this oversight role can put a 
management accountant in an awkward 
situation. Requests for a change in scope or 
direction might have a lot of momentum 
behind them when they cross your desk. But 
if you’re involved early and you keep your 
perspective objective and fact-based, then 
you’ll help ensure the project is oriented with 
the best results for the organisation in mind.

Closing	the	project
People tend to forget the closing phase of a 
project’s lifecycle, but it’s crucial to improving 
the organisation as a whole.

Often, the focus at the end is on getting sign-
offs from sponsors and handing over operating 
procedures to operations. However, the most 
important aspect of closing is capturing the 
lessons learned. This is when you can pinpoint 
problems in your project processes, evaluate 

the project as a whole, and ensure that the 
knowledge you’ve gained from the project 
isn’t lost.

Management accountants in particular can 
use this time to assess whether and how risk 
management has been enacted at the project 
level. Did you help the project move faster and 
more smoothly through the organisation? Or 
were you a gatekeeper who held things up?

Donny Shimamoto, CPA/CITP, CGMA, is 
the founder and managing director of 

IntrapriseTechKnowlogies, a Hawaii-based
CPA firm focused on organisational 
development and advisory services.

_________________________
continued on page 29

Notice to 
Membership:
Proposed By-law 
Amendment 
The ASCPA Board of Directors met 
November 9, 2017 and unanimously 
voted to submit to ASCPA membership 
a by-law amendment.  The changes are 
in four primary sections of the current 
ASCPA by-laws: Article V, Local Chapters, 
Article VI, Meetings of the Society, 
Article VII, Nomination and Election of 
the Board of Directors and Officers and 
Article X, Amendments.

The proposed by-law amendment would 
do the following in each respective 
section:

ARTICLE	V	–	Since the last amendment 
to the ASCPA by-laws, June 9, 2016, ASCPA 
chapter operations, both financial and 
administrative, have folded into that of 
the Alabama Society.  All former functions 
related to finance and planning are now 
conducted by ASCPA staff.  This section 
of the ASCPA by-laws will be amended to 
reflect the current and accurate rules and 
practices.

ARTICLE	VI	– Due to the significant 
decrease in attendance at the ASCPA 
Annual Meeting, the ASCPA by-laws 
are being amended to properly reflect 
rules by which the ASCPA may conduct 
business. Certain language has been 
added or edited to provide rules of 
notice to members about the ASCPA 
Annual Meeting, the number of members 
required to conduct business and the 
allowance for required membership votes 
to take place through use of authorized 
communications.

ARTICLE	VII	– To operate more 
efficiently and more in line with that of 
the ASCPA structure, this provision will be 
amended to allow the Board of Directors, 
once the specified nomination process is 
complete, including the allowance for a 
write-in candidate, to be sworn into office 
by taking an oath of office.  This act will 
not be required as an Annual Business 
Meeting transaction.

ARTICLE	X	–	Will allow that ASCPA by-
laws may be amended by an affirmative 
vote of two-thirds of the ASCPA Board of 
Directors.  The amended language sets 
forth rules on how the by-laws may be 
amended.
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The	 ASCPA’s	 2018	 Marketing	 Guide	 is	 now	 available.	 	 You	
can	 take	 your	 message	 to	 6200	 Alabama	 certified	 public	
accountants	 by	 advertising	 in	 one	 of	 three	 ways:	 display	
advertising	 in	 bi-monthly	 CONNECTIONS	 magazine,	 through	
classified	advertising	in	the	magazine	or	in	the	weekly	digital	
newsletter,	 #ALcpasuccess.	 	 You	 can	also	 step	up	 to	 sponsor	
one	or	more	major	events	and	gain	significant	face	time	with	
members.	

Display	 advertising	 is	 open	 to	 any	 organization	 or	 business,	
classified	 advertising	 in	 the	 magazine	 is	 a	 members-only	
benefit,	 while	 anyone	 may	 advertise	 in	 the	 digital	 weekly	
newsletter.	 All	 advertising	 is	 subject	 to	 acceptance	 by	 the	
ASCPA.	

2018 MARKETING GUIDE

GET YOUR 
MESSAGE
IN FRONT OF 
12,400 EYES
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REMEMBERING
LOU STEVEN BLUNDELL
February 14, 1946-September 27, 2017
Helena, Alabama  |  Florida Certificate AC0006028

Steve Blundell was born in Tampa, attended Greater Miami 
Academy and enlisted in the US Navy in 1963.  He was discharged 
nine years later and moved to Boca Raton, Florida with the love 
of his life, Sally, and their two daughters.  He attended Florida 
Atlantic University, earning his accounting degree.  He worked 
with Delray Beach firm Pignato, Underwood and Blundell for 17 
years. 

The last few years with the firm he co-founded and was CEO 
of Direct Links Software (DLS), a business accounting and tax 
software company.  Through that company he co-authored the 
Accountant’s Trial Balance software for the AICPA in 1995/96.  DLS 
was sold to ChipSoft, which was later acquired by Intuit.  Blundell 
moved to San Diego with ChipSoft/Intuit which he described as 
the best professional decision of his life.  He held a variety of roles 
during 20 years at Intuit, retiring in January 2017.  

Blundell enjoyed reading, golf, traveling, new technology.  He 
enjoyed planning the annual Blundell family vacations.  He was 
known for his incredible sense of humor, his ability to get tables 
at crowded restaurants and his gift to fall asleep anywhere.  He 
took generosity to a new height for a self-described “poor Cuban 
boy from Miami”.  It was not uncommon for him to buy a car 
for a virtual stranger, or to purchase a home for someone who 
was homeless.  He is survived by a host of family members as 
well as those who became honorary family through the deep 
relationships they shared.  

JIMMY LARRY HURST
January 25, 1943-October 26, 2017
Hoover, Alabama  |  Certificate 1549

Mr. Hurst was a veteran of the U.S. Army and a member of the 
ASCPA since 1976.  He had been retired from public accounting 
for a number of years. 

BILLIE ROY SMITH
April 22, 1918-November 14, 2017
Huntsville, Alabama  |  Certificate 317

Mr. Smith was born in Austinville (now Decatur) and was 
graduated from Morgan County High in 1937.  Early in his life 
he was a pastor, following graduation from Anderson College 
and Theological Seminary in Anderson, Indiana in 1949 and 
service in the U.S. Army during World War II.  He completed 
the work to become a CPA in 1952 and worked with Ernst 
and Ernst 1952-1962.  He opened his own firm in Huntsville 
the next year, closing it in 1984.  After he retired he wrote, 
lectured and established a scholarship at Anderson University 
in the name of his wife, Pearl Toon.  They were married in 1940 
and she died in 1995 after he cared for her during a prolonged 
journey with Alzheimer’s.  In addition to his work with Kiwanis 
International, he served for many years as a trustee of the Jane 
K. Lowe Charitable Foundation, which funded important work 
in Huntsville and Madison County.  Mr. Smith was a member of 
the Alabama Society for 60 years, until he was 97.

WILLIAM F. PITTS
March 24, 1957-December 17, 2017
Vestavia Hills, Alabama  |  Certificate 2507

Pitts was born in Alabama and grew up in both Alabama and 
California.  He was graduated from Huffman High School and 
the University of Alabama.  He worked with Saginaw Pipe for 
more than 25 years and considered them his second family.  
He loved playing with his three grandsons, enjoyed UA football 
and basketball, as well as taking many family trips to places 
as far away as Hawaii and Alaska.  He also cherished visits to 
the lake.  Pitts was very much a family man, with his wife of 
36 years, Kathy Hammett Pitts, and  their daughters, Dianna 
Michelle Pitts O’Bryan and Stephanie Paige Pitts.  His circle of 
friends was wide and they always knew they could count on 
him.  Teaching Sunday School was a passion and he enjoyed 
his role on the parking team at Church of the Highlands.  
Memorials may be made to Church of the Highlands.  Bill Pitts 
had been a member of the ASCPA since 1981.
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CPE COMING
ATTRACTIONS

Congratulations to scholarship recipients at the 71st Annual Federal Tax Clinic.

Mark Russell, Montgomery sole-proprietor, hosted St. James eighth grader 
Adam Trolinger for a job shadow day. 

Jordan Kendrick, Montgomery Chapter Advisory Council 
member, presented a check to Greg McCall of Feeding the 
Multitude Ministry on behalf of the chapter. 

So many good things happen because of the generosity of ASCPA members. 
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CPE COMING
ATTRACTIONS

Tax Reform Seminars 
January	11

Led	by	perennial	favorite	Susan	Smith	at	the	Pelham	Civic	Complex.
Choose	the	morning	or	afternoon	session	on	this	date	

to	bring	yourself	up-to-speed	on	the	Tax	Cuts	and	Jobs	Act.

ASCPA’s 4th Annual Employee Benefits Workshop 
May	31

Held	at	the	ASCPA	Offices	featuring	updates	from	the
Department	of	Labor	and	local	employee	benefits	experts

ASCPA’s Gulf Shores Clusters
June	19-22

Bring	the	family	and	join	us	at	the	Beach	Club	for	this	
annual	favorite	featuring	tracks	for	A&A,	Tax,	and	Business	and	Industry.

ASCPA’s 2nd Annual Business and Industry Workshop 
June	29

Held	at	the	ASCPA	Offices	featuring	updates	on	employment	law,	
local	legislation,	and	other	hot	topics	in	the	world	of	industry	CPAs.

Check your mailbox and your inbox for the full CPE catalog
coming in mid-to-late January
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CLASSIFIEDS

SELLING	 YOUR	 FIRM	 IS	
COMPLEX.		WE	CAN	HELP.
Accounting Biz Brokers has been 
selling CPA firms for over 13 years 
and we know your market. We 
have a large database of buyers 
ready to purchase. Our “Six Steps 
to Success” process for selling 
your firm includes a personalized, 
confidential approach to bring 
you the win-win deal you are 
seeking. Our brokers are Certified 
Business Intermediaries (CBI) 
specializing in the sale of CPA 
firms. We are here to help you 
navigate through the entire 
sales process – from marketing 
to negotiating, to closing and 
successfully transitioning the 
firm. Contact us TODAY to receive 
a free market analysis. 

Listings:
NEW-St Thomas, Virgin 
Islands Gross $75k; NE MS Tax 
& Bookkeeping Firm Gross 
$850k-SOLD, Montgomery 
Area Gross $28k-SOLD.

Kathy	Brents,	CPA,	CBI
Cell	501.514.4928,
Office	866.260.2793,

Kathy@AccountingBizBrokers.com,
visit	us	at	

www.AccountingBizBrokers.com

Brunson, Wilkerson, Bowden & 
Associates, P.C. has an immediate 
opening for a CPA with a minimum 
of three years’ experience in 
public accounting and a strong tax 
background.  Responsibilities will 
include income tax preparation, 
auditing and full disclosure 
financial statement preparation.  
Candidates will need excellent 
verbal and written communication 

skills and should be able to 
foster relationships with existing 
clients as well as obtaining new 
clients.  Competitive salary 
and benefit package to include 
health insurance, retirement 
and PTO.  

Email	jsmith@bwbcpas.com,
or	mail	your	resume	to

Brunson,	Wilkerson,	Bowden	
&	Associates,	P.C.,

Attention:	Jackie	Smith
PO	Box	311710

Enterprise,	AL		36331-1710

888-553-1040     

www.APS.net

Lori Newcomer, CPA & 
Tim Price, CPA
PNGroup@aps.net  

Call or visit APS.net today for a free, confidential valuation of your practice.

Imagine...  
a chair  
without  
a desk

Delivering Results - One Practice At a time

YOUR	PRACTICE	
WANTED:	

Thinking about selling your 
practice? Accounting Practice 

Sales delivers results, bringing 
you the best price, optimal 
terms, and a buyer who 
represents an ideal fit for your 
clientele.  Contact us today for a 
confidential discussion.  

PRACTICES	FOR	SALE:	
• Dothan area EA grossing
 $100,000 * New *
• Marshall County, AL CPA 
 grossing $170,000 * New *
• Northwest AL CPA grossing 
 $440,000 * New *
• Gulf Shores, AL CPA 
 grossing $125,000 * Sold *
• Huntsville CPA grossing 
 $340K * Sold *
• West of Jackson, MS 
 practice grossing $95K * 
 Available after 4/15 *
• Memphis area CPA 
 grossing $290,000 * New *

• Upper Cumberland CPA 
 grossing $55,000 * New *
• West of Downtown 
 Chattanooga CPA grossing 
 $155,000 * Available *
• Blount County, TN tax 
 practice grossing $260K * 
 Available after 4/15 *
• Pensacola tax practice 
 grossing $445K * Available*

For	more	info	on	any	of	
these	listings	or	to	sell	your	

practice,	contact
Lori	Newcomer,	CPA
	and	Tim	Price,	CPA
at	(888)	553-1040

or	PNgroup@APS.net,
or	visit	www.APS.net.



2018
CONFERENCES

Save the Dates!

Summer Education
Conference
Partnership with

Louisiana Society of CPAs and
Florida Institute of CPAs

July 9-13

Sandestin	Golf	and	Beach	Resort

Governmental Accounting 
and Auditing Forum

December 2018

Birmingham
Marriott

August	16-17	|	Pelham	Civic	Complex

Summer Education
Conference
Partnership with

Louisiana Society of CPAs and
Florida Institute of CPAs

July 9-13

Sandestin	Golf	and	Beach	Resort

ASCPA
Annual Meeting

June 14

Wynlakes Golf
and Country Club

Montgomery

Financial Accounting
and Auditing Conference

Partnership with Auburn University
at Montgomery

September 28

Auburn	University	at	Montgomery



The Alabama Society of 
Certified Public Accountants
1041 Longfield Court
P.O. Box 242987
Montgomery, AL  36124

Presort Std
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Montgomery, AL

888-553-1040     

www.APS.net

Lori Newcomer, CPA & 
Tim Price, CPA
PNGroup@aps.net  

Call or visit APS.net today for a free, confidential valuation of your practice.

Imagine...  
a chair  
without  
a desk

Delivering Results - One Practice At a time
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